Thomas R. Wolohan (’58) established the Wolohan Collection to honor his parents, Thomas and Charlotte, and their commitment to higher education.

Now retired from his position as vice president for corporate development of the Wolohan Lumber Co., Tom lives in Venice, Florida, with his wife, Margaret. At Notre Dame, he is a member of the Advisory Council for the Hesburgh Libraries, the Edward Frederick Sorin Society, the Stephen Theodore Badin Guild, and the Notre Dame Club of Greater Sarasota. He is also a member of the Knights of Columbus.

Tom has eight children: Tom, Jack, Sarah Watson (’87), Bob, Peter (’89), Mary Wherley, Noreen Wolohan-Jackson (’92), and Rosemary Wolohan-Gorman (’96).

It is only through the assistance of endowment support such as that of the Thomas and Charlotte Wolohan Collection in Architecture that the Hesburgh Libraries can develop the kind of book, journal, and electronic resources necessary to keep Notre Dame’s School of Architecture in the upper echelons of academic excellence.